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THE PRINCIPLE OF SIGNS

by J. M. Boardman

In algebraic topology one frequently encounters the following algebraic
situation. One finds a graded ring, consisting of a sequence of abelian

groups An (n=0, 1,2,...) and an associative system of bilinear multiplication

maps nm,n : Am X A„ -+Am,„. It often happens that for geometric
reasons this multiplication commutes up to sign,

Ah«, n (A? y) ^m, n ßn, m (k? ^0 (A ^ k ^ ^n)

where the sign sm tl + 1 depends only on m and n.

Now the multiplication is usually not canonically defined, to the extent
that each jim n may reasonably be changed by a sign depending on m and n.

This modification may alter em n if m A n, but leaves sn n fixed. This freedom

is used to simplify sm n into a memorable form, while retaining
associativity. It is not usually possible to abolish the signs completely. In
important cases, however, we can arrange sm n (— l)mn. This simple
choice is found in practice to work remarkably well, even in much more
complicated algebraic structures. It has therefore acquired the status of a

metaphysical rule of thumb lacking adequate justification. It is much
used, and therefore also much misused, expressed in the form:

Whenever two elements of dimensions m and n are interchanged, one ought
to insert the sign (—l)m", in order to make the algebra consistent.

We show that this Principle of Signs can be made quite precise.

We take a general algebraic system, consisting of:

(1) (a) A class Ü of elements.

(b) A class % of n-ary operations on Q, for various values n ^ 0, which
need not be everywhere defined. (A n-ary operation is a function
from some subset of the /7-fold cartesian product Qn to Q. A
nonempty 0-ary operation is simply an element of Q.)

(c) An involution T e 91 (to be thought of as " minus ").
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(d) A dimension function | | defined on the whole of Q, taking values
in the additive cyclic group Z2 of order 2.

We subject these to the axioms:

(2) (a) TTx * x whenever Tx is defined.

(b)Ia (xux2,...,xn)I X)=î l*i i

whenever a (xl5 x2,*„) is defined, for all a e 91.

(c) a (xl9x29 ...,Txh ...,xn) T ct(xu x2,..., xh xn)
whenever a(x1}x2 xj is defined, and 1 ^ ^ n, for all aei

Given a m-ary operation a, a n-ary operation ß, and an integer /(l^/^w),
we construct the composite (m+n — l)-ary operation y by setting

y(xux2, yi, y3, yn, xi+1, ...,xj
a(xl5x2, ...,xi_uß(yuy2, y„), xi+x.If a and ß are in 91, it is clear that 7 also satisfies (2). In particular,

specialization of the argument xt in a (*l5 x2, ..»P xm) is included as composition
with a 0-ary operation ß. It is convenient to enlarge 91 so as to include all

operations such as y obtained by composing operations in 91, and also all
those operations obtained by restricting the domain of definition of an

operation in 91, subject to (2c).

Definition. We say the identity

a(xux2, ,..,xn) T(4)

is in standard form if a and ß are in 91, both sides have the same domain

of definition, n is a permutation of {1,2,...,«}, and

£ ZI II \ (5)

where we sum over all pairs (i,j) such that i < j and ni > nj.

Thus the term \ xni\ | xnj | appears in (5) if and only if the arguments xni
and xnJ appear in opposite orders on the two sides of (4).

Theorem. Suppose we are given an algebraic system as in (1) and (2),

with 91 enlarged as indicated above, and a class of identities in standard

form. Then all allowable consequent identities are in standard form.

We allow as consequent identities all those obtained from the given

identities in a finite number of steps of any of the following types:
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Type 1. We may deduce the trivial identity

cc(xux2, ...,xn)

for any operation a g 91.

Type 2. Reversal. From the identity (4) we deduce the identity

ß(xux2, ...,xn) TE cc(xaUxa2, ...,xan),

where a is the inverse permutation to n, by using (la).

Type 3. Transitivity. From the identities

a(xlsx2, ...,x„) TE ß(xnUxn2, ...,xnn)
and

ß(yi>y2>—>yn) Ttly(ypUyp2, ...,ypn)

we deduce the identity

a(x1,x2, ...,xn) TE+tIy(xKpUxnp2, ...,xwpn).

Type 4. Substitution. Given a m-ary operation co g 91 and an integer

j (1 ^;:§m), we deduce from (4) the identity

m(yi,a(x!,x2,x„),y;+1, ^Teœ(yu ...,yJ^1,ß(xnUxK2,

by using (2c). We use (3) to express this in the form (4).

Type 5. Substitution. Given a m-ary operation co g 91 and an integer
i (1 t=ziSn), we deduce from (4) the identity

a(xu xi_^a>(y1,y2,
Teß(xKl, ...,a>(y1,y2, ...,ym), ...,xnn

by substituting for xt. We use (3) to express this in the form (4).

Type 6. Cancellation. Suppose the m-ary operation co g 91 satisfies the
cancellation law for the argument yj (l^j^m), namely that

œ(yuy2, ...,yj, ..,,yjco(yu y2,...»

implies y) y}. Then we deduce the identity (4) from the identity (6),
making use of (2c), provided that a and ß are in 9t and have the same domain
of definition.

Type 7. Synthesis. Given a m-ary operation co g 91 and an integer

i (1^/^m), suppose that whenever a (xj,x2, ...,x„) is defined, xt can
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be expressed in the form œ (yu y2,..., ym). Then we may deduce the
identity (4) from the identity (7), provided the operations a and ß are in
and have the same domain of definition.

Proof of Theorem. We must check that the deduced identities are in
standard form whenever the assumed identities are. For types 1, 4 and 6,
this is trivial.

It is well known that the signature homomorphism from a permutation
group to Z2 can be given by a formula similar to (5). Our situation is a

slight variant. Put yt xni in Types 2 and 3. Put p nj and q =±> ni
in (5); we find

8 Zl*pl I*« I Zl-Vopl \y*q I

This proves that Type 2 yields identities in standard form. Again, this
time putting i pp and j pq, we find

8 ZI**; I |x*yl Zlx*ppl \xKpq\ (pp<pq,npp>7tpq)
and

i II ypi
I I yPj I ZI I I I (' P' «

summing as indicated. From these we deduce

S + 11X I -«„pi I I XKpj I </,
and hence that Type 3 yields identities in standard form.

As for Types 5 and 7, we see from (2b) that we have the required power
of T.

This completes the proof.
The standard application is to graded algebras and modules. In this

case, Q is the class of all elements of all the graded groups A, B,... under

consideration, including constructed ones such as A ® B and Horn (A, B).
The involution T is —, and dimension is the grading, reduced modulo 2.

The operations usually include 0, multiplication, module actions, evaluation,

composition, etc. Natural transformations are to be regarded as

unary operations.
However, the theorem has much scope in situations outside pure algebra,

for example in the formal aspects of stable homotopy theory.
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